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Against the wishes of his family, Abdou Diop joined the Senegalese army as a musician. A Pulaar 
speaker from the town of Kolda in the Casamance region of the south, he was not from a musical 
family and had only started singing publicly in his late teens. 

But in the army he was stationed in the capital Dakar and there, for the first time, directly exposed 
to the popular, more percussive music as performed by the predominantly Wolof speaking musicians 
of the north. It was heady stuff.  

However, after being introduced to fellow Pulaar speaker Baaba Maal by Hilaire Chaby-Hary, Baaba's 
keyboard player also from Kolda, Abdou became convinced that he should to stick to his southern 
roots and his career blossomed. Working the club circuit of Dakar he caught the attention of an 
influential radio DJ, Michael Soumah, and by the late 90s was tasting success for the first time. 

Buoyed by the experience he released his first album. This sold well in the Casamance and Abdou 
toured France, Belgium, Italy, Sweden, Portugal until 2007 found him in London where he met and 
jammed with Toumani Diabaté. 

Although the well-spring of Abdou's music lies in the south, in, among other traditions, the melodies 
of wandering shepherds or the music that accompanies wrestling competitions, his travelling and 
contact with other musicians has given him a unique sound and a fierce desire to record it. Sadly, 
serious bouts of malaria have meant this is only Abdou's second album. 

Acoustic in texture, it expresses values that are dear to rural life in the Casamance 
so that today, with his mottos of hard work, love and peace, Abdou has become 
a musical ambassador for that region. Welcome to his world.

1. Kodo 4:46
2. Dominik 4:59
3. Fadam 3:56
4. Monde * 5:34
5. Jaabi 4:38
6. Mannaa 5:13
7. Maage* 5:05
8. Seule Toi 5:22
9. Weliyaade 4:36
10. Maaja 4:20
11. Kissal* 5:33
12. Dengere 3:28
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Abdou Diop: lead vocal
Mamy Kanoute, El Hadji Soumare, Awa Cissokho: backing vocals
El Hadji Soumare: guitar on Kodo, Jaabi & Maaja
Baye Mahanta Diop: guitar on Dominik, Fadam & Weliyaade
Ibrahima Cissokho: guitar on Mannaa
Abdoulaye Samb: guitar on Seule Toi
Doudou Konare: guest solo guitar
El Hadji Soumari: flute
Boubacar Niang: bass
Barou Sall: hoddu
Ibra Ndir: calabash
Massamba Diop: tama
Aliou Seck, Talel Balde, Amadou Balde: percussion 
Monde, Maage & Kissal taken from the album ‘Maaje Kawri’ by Abdou Diop & Le Aynoobe
Recorded: Studio Run Art, Dakar, Senegal 
Recording engineer: Lamp Fall
Producer: Abdou Diop
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